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PRESS RELEASE

Cegedim Logiciels Médicaux: LAP certification
renewed for its MLM web-based software
Certification extended through 2016-2019

Boulogne-Billancourt, August 29, 2016
Cegedim Logiciels Médicaux (CLM), medical software publisher and service provider to general practitioners and
specialist doctors, announces that its web-based medical software, MLM (monLogicielMedical.com), successfully
passed its tests this summer and has earned recertification for prescription assistance software (LAP) for the period
2016-2019.
MLM has been certified as prescription assistance software since 2013, and has just confirmed that it meets France’s
Haute Autorité de Santé (HAS) standards, which aim to ensure that prescription information is secure and traceable.
With this certification, MLM meets 100% of the criteria used to set payments under the Payments Based on Public Health
Objectives scheme (Rémunération sur Objectifs de Santé Publique, or ROSP).

MLM: the advantages of secure, web-based service
LAP certification is intended to highlight aspects of the software’s functionality that can improve prescription quality,
simplify matters for the prescriber, and cut costs without hurting quality.
CLM’s MLM removes the technical constraints for medical practice management: doctors have nothing to install and
get access to continually updated software and automatic data storage. MLM is compatible with how practices are
run today: it is accessible from anywhere, suited to any specialty and can be personalized to fit the preferences of
each user. This makes it an excellent choice for doctors who work in multiple locations, in a group practice or in a
multidisciplinary clinic.
With Crossway, MédiClick, MLM and its solutions for clinics and medical centers, CLM now offers a full range of certified
healthcare software for PC, Mac and online that has earned it the e-health seal of approval from the ASIP Santé
government agency.

About CLM:
Cegedim Logiciels Médicaux (CLM), medical software publisher and service provider, is a leading player in doctor computerization in France.
CLM listens closely to the needs of healthcare professionals, and its teams develop and market solutions that help them run their practices day
in and day out. In today’s rapidly changing environment, notably with respect to medical professional demographics and course of care,
CLM’s software offerings (MLM, Crossway, MédiClick, Crossway CDS, and MSP Solution) give doctors patient record management solutions that
are 100% certified, suited to their practice, regulatory compliant, innovative and scalable. Medical content can be personalized for each
specialty, interfaces adapt to multiple work spaces (private practice, group practice, multidisciplinary clinic or medical center), and the
software enhances mobility, data sharing and care coordination. The company’s innovative software uses Pack Connect CLM for connected
health and Docavenue for the most advanced doctor-patient communications. CLM employs 150 people, including more than 100 in regional
offices to give doctors personalized service.
For more information, please visit: www.cegedim-logiciels.com
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About Cegedim:
Founded in 1969, Cegedim is an innovative technology and services company in the field of digital data flow management for healthcare
ecosystems and B2B, and a business software publisher for healthcare and insurance professionals. Cegedim employs more than 3,600 people
in 11 countries and generated revenue of €426 million in 2015. Cegedim SA is listed in Paris (EURONEXT: CGM).
To learn more, please visit: www.cegedim.com
And follow Cegedim on Twitter: @CegedimGroup and LinkedIn
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